
   

       

  Great Taste Award United Sovereign
Hamper
 
£194.44

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
Noteable wines and chilled deli foods compliment a selection of sweet
and savoury gourmet gifts to excite the taste buds. The Sovereign
United from our "Great Taste Award" hamper line is the perfect all
rounder. This basket is coming winter 2022. 

  Details
 
Our Great-Taste Award gift-hampers range is characterised by our desire to create better, modern food gift-hampers that celebrate the skills
and dedication of micro producers across GB and Ireland. We introduce supporting high quality food elements, which are memorable, practical
and distinctive. The Great-Taste Award Sovereign Gift-Hamper has a perfect blend of both sweet and savoury foods to suit every ones tastes.
We have included single estate chocolate truffles and real fruit jellies to hit that sweet spot, and air dried jerky and cheese for when you fancy a
savoury snack. Thanks to the diverse range of flavours in this hamper, we can assure you that there will be something in it for everyone. The
Great-Taste Sovereign is perfect for sharing in a group, yet it is not too grand to overwhelm an individual with lots of snacks they can graze
over. The Great-Taste Award Sovereign gift-hamper has a traditional colour scheme running through it with a pop of blue, which helps to tie the
products together to make this more than just a selection of products but a great gift-hamper, that anyone would feel lucky to receive. The
traditional blacks, browns and sovereign colours create a traditional hamper with a feel of luxury, yet the blue adds life to the hamper making it
a joy to unpack. When we design gift-hampers it is very often far more important to define what we are not going to include, than what we are.
For the Great-Taste Award gift-hampers range we reserve foods that are a little bit special, and often too expensive for inclusion in
conventional hampers. Only once the products are harmonious in colour, taste and purpose are our gift-hamper finalised. When we critique
and perfect our gift-hampers to this level we know that our customers will be happy with them. This is an incredible hamper and I'm sure you're
able to see why! Our GTA gift-hampers have been delivered to GB for more than ten years now. All of our gift-hampers for GB ship within one
to two working days after ordering. Normally, delivery to GB is next day, for more remote areas of the GB it may take an extra day. 

Additional Information
 
Contents (Due to International Supply Chain delays, the 2021 planned launched of this Hamper is delayed until next

year. Apologies for any inconvenience this may cause.) Due to International Supply Chain delays, the 2021
planned launched of this Hamper is delayed until next year. Apologies for any inconvenience this may
cause. Chilled Foods: Ummera 100g Organic Smoked Salmon Brady Family Traditional Carved Ham 130g
Sweet Gourmet Foods: Willies 110g SingleEstate Milkchoc Praline Truffles 'The Chocolate Box' Butlers 160g
Handmade Orange Chocolate Brittle Skelligs 150g SingleEstate Chocolate ChefDrops Willies Cacao 150g
Original Irish Oat Cookies Kilbeggan 200g Luxury Fruit Jellies, Confiseur en Provence 90g West Cork Bakery
Chocolate Cake 400g Swiss Chocolate Biscuit with Hazelnut Ooh-La-La Rhythm 108, 135g The Nut Kitchen
GIANDUAI Chocolate Spread 200g DutchStyle Toffee Waffles Tregroes 260g Nutritious Energy Peanut
Perkier Bar 35g Gluten Free Buttercups Milk Chocolate, Love Raw 34g Willies 80g SingleEstate Chocolate
Slab MeltingPot Traditional Butter Fudge 90g GuiltFree Chocolate Apple Sticks Lismore Food Company 25g
Savoury Gourmet Foods: Vintage Cheese Truckle Nutty Cheddar BandonVale 200g Ditty's Handmade Irish
Oatcakes 150g Handmade Fruit Chutney Crossogue 225g Original Beef Biltong 28g SeaSalt Lentil Chips Eat
Real 22g Natural Leaf Tea Tin SD Bells 125g Wines: Bin 555 Shiraz 75cl Bin 222 Chardonnay 75cl
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